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 The god of war walked the earth ...

I play that day back in my mind each
night before I sleep. How could they take
control of things so quickly?

I'll tell you how. They had a secret
weapon ...

 

Kris: Hi! I'm a beautiful and talented TV
star! Can I come in to play with your
computer? ::giggle::

 
Kris: Oh, you're a big strong man, can
you leave the room for a minute while I
upload some naughty things to help take
over the internet? Oh you will? Super!
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It's not surprising that they found
10,000,000 geeks that day. That's easy
enough. What was surprising, however, is
that the competition took so long to
figure out what was going on ...

 
Sarah: ::cough:: I wish this stupid cold
would go away. ::snarf:: Are these the
sounds I'm making? Dear god, no wonder
the priest thought I was demonic!
Jessica: I like cookies! Yay cookies!

 

Things change quickly as the sky darkens
and the heat of rage boils over the edge
of the ... oh hell, here's what really
happened.

 
Jessica: I like chocolate chip!
Sarah: Woot! Me too, ::cough:: sister!
Wait a second. We have a situation here
...

 

Sarah: Kevin Douglas Adams Rose, what do
you think you're doing? This is my
segment and you should be paying
attention!

 Kevin: There, one more calculation and my
Kris Kosach wallpaper will be perfected!
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Sarah: What was that? WHAT DID YOU SAY?  
Kevin: Scotty? Can you hear me? Beam me
up! Beam me up now! Dear god! Heeeelp
meeeeeeeeeeeee!

 

... and the war was on ... It Will Get Better ...
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